The leading encoder supplier

SALES & SERVICE
OF ROTARY & LINEAR ENCODERS

UK’S LEADING HEIDENHAIN DISTRIBUTOR FOR OVER 20 YEARS

CONTACT US
+44 (0)121 378 5577

WWW.ENCODERS-UK.COM

Fast Worldwide Delivery
Vast Selection of Stock Items
Replacements for Obsolete Linear Encoders
Emergency Repair Service for all Linear Encoders
Encoders UK Limited was founded in 1994 in direct response to our customers urgent needs for a single source supplier for sales and service on all types of rotary and linear encoders. Our vast database and links to the worlds leading manufacturers allow us to quickly identify less common types of encoders and if repair by our own technicians is not possible, provide suitable replacement units.

Encoders UK are also able to design or improve an existing design to suit a bespoke application. Visit our website or give us a call for further information.

**ROTARY ENCODERS**

Encoders UK employ the latest test equipment available for the analysis of encoder signals, including; sine wave, square wave, serial, absolute, EnDat and SSI. From extensive stocks, new and service exchange units are usually available for immediate delivery.

**SITE VISITS**

Encoders UK have highly experienced Heidenhain engineers on hand for work at our fully equipped workshop or site visits. Our encoder engineers will attend site at your premises with the latest test equipment and will have new and reconditioned spares available for fast on site repairs dependant on initial fault finding.

We can also make up new cables and replace connectors etc, check mechanical alignment to ensure the encoders are functioning as they should before a costly replacement is ordered.

Visit Us Online

[www.encoders-uk.com](http://www.encoders-uk.com)
Encoders UK provide sales and service for all types of linear encoders most commonly found on manual and CNC machine tools, linear encoders are available from 12mm to 30m with resolution as small as 1 nanometer.
FIND US
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West Midlands, B75 7BU
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